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About the Transport Strategy and Local
Implementation Plan
The Transport Strategy sets out the borough’s policies and ambitions for the coming 20 years. The
Local Implementation Plan (LIP) adds further detail, setting out how the borough will deliver the
outcomes of the Mayor of London’s Transport Strategy and includes a costed 3-year delivery plan.
The draft documents that we consulted on were developed after a first stage consultation, which
helped us identify the concerns of stakeholders.
The consultation on our draft strategy, and summarised in the below report, had over 300
responses. The majority of these were to our on-line questionnaire, which posed specific questions
about the Transport Strategy and LIP, and allowed free comments on them. We received 17
responses from corporate bodies with a focus on transport such as Network Rail and the Port of
London, local groups, organisations and residents associations.
At the heart of the Transport Strategy are four guiding principles and 12 strategic outcomes we aim
to deliver over the life of the strategy. All guiding principles and strategic outcomes had a majority of
people support them. Three of the principles had over 50% of respondents strongly agree with
them. Of the strategic objectives, the only one which attracted a significant minority of opposition
was for “Traffic levels have fallen significantly across the whole borough”. While over 50% of
respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this, approximately a quarter of respondents disagreed
or strongly disagreed with it. The objective with the least support was “Lambeth’s major town
centres and opportunity areas benefit from the highest quality public realm”. Again, while over 50%
of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the objective there was a high level of ambivalence
with approximately 30% of respondents neither agreeing or disagreeing with it.
Our proposed criteria for prioritising neighbourhood Improvements was well supported. Drawing on
TfL’s cycling analysis to inform our Healthy Routes Network was also well supported. Having Cycling
Future Route 15, from Streatham to Oval, as our top priority had over 50% of people agree or
strongly agree but there was a high degree of ambivalence about it with 30% neither supporting nor
opposing. With regards to the 3 year LIP programme, approximately 45% of people supported it but
again there was a high level of ambivalence with 40% neither supporting nor opposing it.
Analysis of open comments to the questionnaire show that the most frequently raised issue, with 45
comments, was to include a hierarchy ranking different modes in priority order. Air Quality was the
next most frequently referenced concern, with people supportive of actions to improve it. 23 people
raised concerns about pedestrian and cyclist safety and 22 people commented that the strategy was
not ambitious enough.
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About the Consultation
Purpose
The objectives of the consultation were:





To provide members of the public and stakeholders with a summary of the contents of the
draft Transport Strategy and Local Implementation Plan.
To understand whether or not the public and other stakeholders support the draft Transport
Strategy and Local Implementation Plan in principle.
To gather a range of views from a diverse segment of members of the public and
stakeholders in Lambeth.
To gather suggestions and recommendations that will inform the final Transport Strategy
and Local Implementation Plan.

Who we consulted
We sought to consult people who live in, work in, or have a stake in transport in Lambeth. We held
stakeholder workshops with the following groups, either because they had been under-represented
in previous consultations or because the guiding principles of the strategy made them important
stakeholders:




Businesses
People with disabilities
Young people

Dates and duration
The consultation ran for eight weeks, from 22 October 2018 to 17 December 2018.

Methods of responding
The main channel for viewing the transport strategy and responding was on-line. In order to gather
quantitative data an on-line survey asked questions on specific topics and also allowed respondents
to provide their comments. Some people opted to provide comments by e-mail to
transportstrategy@lambeth.gov.uk. A limited number of hardcopies of the questionnaire were
distributed at the stakeholder events. We hosted four consultation events, as summarised in the
table below.
Target group
Businesses
People with disabilities
Young people
General public
(drop-in session)

Date / time
Monday 19 November 2018
18:00-20:00
Thursday 22 November 2018
18:00-20:00
Saturday 24 November 2018
10:30-12:30
Tuesday 27 November 2018
17:00-19:30

Location
Lambeth Town Hall
1 Brixton Hill, SW2 1RW
Weare336
336 Brixton Road, SW9 7AA
Brixton Library
SW2 1JQ
Lambeth Town Hall
1 Brixton Hill, SW2 1RW
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Consultation publicity
Publicity was mainly on-line with the consultation hosted prominently on the council’s consultation
page. Residents were informed that the consultation was taking place by the winter edition of the
Council’s quarterly magazine, which is distributed to households in the borough and has a circulation
of approximately 6,000. Each of the borough’s library was also sent a hard-copy of the transport
strategy and LIP documents so they could make it available to view.

Response numbers
Response type
Questionnaire (including online and paper responses)
Consultation event
E-mail
Total

Number of respondents
260
37
46
301

What we asked in the questionnaire
Our online consultation portal included a questionnaire for members of the public and stakeholders
to provide their views about the draft Transport Strategy and Local Implementation Plan, as well as
questions about the respondents themselves (geographic and demographic data).
The questionnaire consisted of two types of questions: open and closed, as described in the table
below.
Question type
Open
Closed

Description
Respondents can write a response in their own words.
Responses are limited to defined options.
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Questions about the draft Transport Strategy and Local Implementation Plan
The questionnaire consisted of questions about respondents’ views about the draft Transport
Strategy and Local Implementation Plan.
For closed questions, the response options were:






Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question
Question 1
We have identified four guiding
principles for our Transport
Strategy. To what extent do you
agree or disagree with these
principles?

Question 2
We have proposed 12 strategic
outcomes in the Transport
Strategy. To what extent do you
agree or disagree with these
outcomes?

Sub-topic
Support new homes, jobs and investment
through improved infrastructure and
services
Make our transport network more inclusive
and accessible
Make our transport network efficient,
allowing people to make quick reliable
journeys
Focus on people rather than traffic and
enable people to live healthier, more
enjoyable lives
Are there any alternative or additional
principles you would suggest?
A radical overhaul of rail services delivers a
high frequency ‘metro’ style service at our
rail stations.
The vast majority of new trips in the borough
are made on foot, by cycle or using public
transport and the impact of development
related traffic is minimised
Lambeth's major town centres and
Opportunity Areas benefit from the highest
quality public realm, driving investment and
attracting business and visitors from all over
the world
The transport network in Lambeth is
accessible to all
Pedestrians have genuine priority on our
streets, with the whole street environment
tailored to their needs
In Lambeth we have one public realm, with
seamless access to all our streets and public
spaces, regardless of housing tenure or land
ownership
Traffic levels have fallen significantly across
the whole borough

Type
Closed

Closed
Closed

Closed

Open
Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed
Closed

Closed

Closed
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Strategic roads prioritise the most space
efficient modes (buses and cycles) for longer
trips, and the movement of goods
Parking for private car owners does not
dominate our public spaces and the council
has harnessed new technology that reduces
the need to own a car while retaining control
of streets for the public good.
Air Quality across Lambeth is well within safe
limits, with a transport network that is zero
emissions and resilient to the impacts of
climate change.
All of our neighbourhoods, schools and town
centres are connected by 'healthy routes'
that enable walking and cycling in a low / no
traffic environment.
Our transport network is safe and secure,
people feel confident about using public
transport and our public spaces are well
designed and maintained, encouraging
people to interact and spend time together
Are there alternative or additional outcomes
you would suggest?
Response
Comments / other criteria
Please tell us why

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open
Closed
Open
Open

There are one or more
schools in the area
Air quality is a particular issue
We have evidence that 'ratrunning' is an issue, and
There is evidence of road
safety issues

To what extent do you agree or
disagree with prioritising
neighbourhoods for walking and
cycling improvements based on
these criteria?
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Question 4
To what extent do you agree or
disagree that the proposed
strategic routes in the Healthy
Routes plan should be based on
those identified in TfL's Strategic
Cycling Analysis?

Response
Other (please specify)
Please tell us why

Closed
Open
Open

Question 5
To what extent do you agree or
disagree that we should prioritise
Cycle Future Route 15 – Streatham
to Oval

Response
Please tell us why

Closed
Open

Question 6
In our Local Implementation Plan we
have identified a 3 year programme of
investment to help deliver the
objectives of the Strategy. To what
extent do you agree or disagree with
the projects that we have identified?

Response
Do you have any other suggestions for projects?
Please tell us why

Closed
Open
Open

Question 7
Please tell us any other comments
about the Transport Strategy

Response

Open

Questions about respondents
In addition to questions about the draft Transport Strategy and Local Implementation Plan, the
questionnaire also consisted of questions about the respondents themselves. This included
geographic and demographic information. A summary of these questions is shown below.
Question
Question 8
Please enter your postcode

Type
Open

Closed question options
N/A

Question 9
If you would like to receive e-mails updating
you about the Transport Strategy please
provide your e-mail address

Open

N/A

Question 10
Which age group applies to you?

Closed










Under 18
18-24
25-34
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
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Question 11
Are your day-to-day activities limited because
of a health problem or disability which has
lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12
months? Please include problems related to
old age

Closed





Yes, limited a lot
Yes, limited a little
No

Question 12
What is your ethnic group?

Closed




Arab
Asian / Asian British
Bangladeshi
Asian / Asian British Chinese
Asian / Asian British Indian
Asian / Asian British Pakistani
Black African
Black Caribbean
Latin American / Latin
Mixed White and Asian
Mixed White and Black African
Mixed White and Black
Caribbean
Other (please specify)
White Gypsy or Irish Traveller
White Irish
White Polish
White Portuguese
White Spanish
White English / Welsh / Scottish
/ Northern Irish / British
Male
Female
Intersex
I prefer not to say
Yes
No
No, but I plan to

















Question 13
At birth were you described as…

Closed

Question 14
Have you gone through any part of a process
(including thoughts or actions) to change from
the sex you were described as at birth to the
gender you identify with, or do you intend to?
(This could include changing your name,
wearing different clothes, taking hormones or
having any gender specific surgery).

Closed
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Analysis of responses
MP Smarter Travel was commissioned to analyse the responses to the consultation to provide a
summary of the key comments, themes and issues in order to inform the final version of the
Transport Strategy and Local Implementation Plan.
Thematic analysis
For responses to the open questions in the questionnaire, and for comments made in the event
sessions, we carried out thematic analysis of responses and comments.
Thematic analysis refers to the categorisation of statements within consultation responses into
distinct issues (or ‘codes’) and the further categorisation of these codes into descriptive ‘themes.’
This is carried out via the development of a ‘Code Frame’ for each open question.
All responses to the consultation were read by a member of MP Smarter Travel staff. There was no
use of software to read or analyse responses. Staff adjusted the Code Frames by splitting or merging
codes as appropriate, to avoid unnecessary repetition or undue simplicity in the description of issues
raised by respondents.
Statistical analysis
For responses to closed questions in the questionnaire, we summarised the findings by producing
charts.
Summaries of responses via e-mail
For responses received via e-mail, we summarised responses by removing non-relevant details. The
length of the summarised e-mails ranged from one third of the original text to the full e-mail with no
text removed.
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Summary of Questionnaire Responses
Questions about the draft Transport Strategy and Local Implementation
Plan
Question 1
Question
We have identified four guiding
principles for our Transport
Strategy. To what extent do you
agree or disagree with these
principles?

Sub-topic
Support new homes, jobs and investment
through improved infrastructure and
services
Make our transport network more inclusive
and accessible
Make our transport network efficient,
allowing people to make quick reliable
journeys
Focus on people rather than traffic and
enable people to live healthier, more
enjoyable lives
Are there any alternative or additional
principles you would suggest?

Type
Closed

Closed
Closed

Closed

Open
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Open question – top responses
We have identified four guiding principles for our Transport Strategy. To what extent do you agree or
disagree with these principles? […] Are there any alternative or additional principles you would
suggest?
Response
Support 'hierarchy of modes' - priority to sustainable / active / less polluting transport
over cars
Concern about air pollution / health
Concern safety for pedestrians and cyclists
Support low / no traffic routes
Support more cycle lanes/tracks (e.g. segregated)
Support reductions in cars
Concern about traffic congestion
Concern about carbon emissions / climate change
Support clean / electric buses / trolley buses
Support more enforcement of car drivers

Count
45
34
25
13
9
8
8
8
7
7

A full summary of all responses to open questions is available in Appendix A.
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Question 2
Question
We have proposed 12 strategic
outcomes in the Transport
Strategy. To what extent do you
agree or disagree with these
outcomes?

Sub-topic
A radical overhaul of rail services delivers a
high frequency ‘metro’ style service at our
rail stations.
The vast majority of new trips in the borough
are made on foot, by cycle or using public
transport and the impact of development
related traffic is minimised
Lambeth's major town centres and
Opportunity Areas benefit from the highest
quality public realm, driving investment and
attracting business and visitors from all over
the world
The transport network in Lambeth is
accessible to all
Pedestrians have genuine priority on our
streets, with the whole street environment
tailored to their needs
In Lambeth we have one public realm, with
seamless access to all our streets and public
spaces, regardless of housing tenure or land
ownership
Traffic levels have fallen significantly across
the whole borough
Strategic roads prioritise the most space
efficient modes (buses and cycles) for longer
trips, and the movement of goods
Parking for private car owners does not
dominate our public spaces and the council
has harnessed new technology that reduces
the need to own a car while retaining control
of streets for the public good.
Air Quality across Lambeth is well within safe
limits, with a transport network that is zero
emissions and resilient to the impacts of
climate change.
All of our neighbourhoods, schools and town
centres are connected by 'healthy routes'
that enable walking and cycling in a low / no
traffic environment.
Our transport network is safe and secure,
people feel confident about using public
transport and our public spaces are well
designed and maintained, encouraging
people to interact and spend time together
Are there alternative or additional outcomes
you would suggest?

Type
Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed
Closed

Closed

Closed
Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open
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We have proposed 12 strategic outcomes in the Transport Strategy […] Are there alternative or
additional outcomes you would suggest?
Proposed strategic outcome
[Overall]
High frequency 'Metro' style
train service

Sustainable transport modes,
minimised development traffic
Opportunity areas drive
investment, businesses and
visitors
Accessible transport network

Accessible transport network
Pedestrian priority
One public realm: access to all
public space despite housing
tenure and land ownership
Falling traffic levels
Strategic roads prioritise space
efficient modes for long trips
and freight

Air quality is within safe limits,
the transport network creates
zero emissions
Healthy routes between town
centres

Response
Concern that strategic outcomes are aspirational,
not concrete strategies
Support a 'metro' style service
Concern that public transport is running beyond
capacity
Concern about long waiting times for public
transport
Concern about high train fares
Support 'hierarchy of modes' - priority to sustainable
/ active / less polluting transport over cars
Concern that focus on improving town centres and
opportunity areas is at the expense of other areas
Support the notion of cycling as an accessible mode
of transport (e.g. for people who have mobility
issues)
Support making public transport a more attractive
option than car ownership
Concern that public transport is not accessible
enough to those with disabilities
Taxis offer a wheelchair accessible service
Support public transport near homes
Support pedestrian priority at junctions

Count
12
2
2
2
2
10
2

1
1
1
1
1
6

Support reducing the number of delivery vehicles on
the roads

4

Support parents being deterred from completing the
school run by car

3

Support segregated cycle lanes

1

Note that strategic roads are essential for deliveries
and servicing vehicles
Concern that cycle infrastructure needs alterations
Support cyclists using alternatives routes rather than
strategic routes
Support reduction in private car ownership

12

Concern about air quality

13

Support segregation of pedestrians and cyclists

1
1
1

6
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Support cycling and walking being seen as a safe
option for all
Supports lower speed limits and traffic calming

7
7

A full summary of all responses to open questions is available in Appendix A.
Question 3
Question
Within the Transport Strategy is a
Healthy Routes Plan for walking
and cycling. We propose
prioritising areas for
neighbourhood improvements that
meet the following criteria:





Sub-topic
Response
Comments / other criteria
Please tell us why

Type
Closed
Open
Open

There are one or more
schools in the area
Air quality is a particular issue
We have evidence that 'ratrunning' is an issue, and
There is evidence of road
safety issues

To what extent do you agree or
disagree with prioritising
neighbourhoods for walking and
cycling improvements based on
these criteria?
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Open question – top responses
To what extent do you agree or disagree with prioritising neighbourhoods for walking and cycling
improvements based on these criteria? […] Comments / other criteria / please tell us why
Response
Oppose rat running
Support more walking and cycling over the use of cars on a borough scale
Support improved walking and cycling routes / infrastructure
Support 'Healthy School Streets' / car-free zones around schools
Support healthy routes in areas that meet any of the criteria
Oppose schemes that restrict vehicle movements
Support healthy routes to school
Note that rat running results from main routes having a lack of traffic capacity
Concern about poor / dangerous driver behaviour

Count
22
14
11
9
8
7
7
7
7

A full summary of all responses to open questions is available in Appendix A.
Question 4
Question
To what extent do you agree or
disagree that the proposed
strategic routes in the Healthy
Routes plan should be based on
those identified in TfL's Strategic
Cycling Analysis?

Sub-topic
Response
Other (please specify)
Please tell us why

Type
Closed
Open
Open
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Open question – top responses
To what extent do you agree or disagree that the proposed strategic routes in the Healthy Routes
plan should be based on those identified in TfL's Strategic Cycling Analysis? […] Please tell us why.
Response
Support a healthy route on Milkwood Road
Support Healthy Routes as it makes a safer environment for pedestrians and cyclists
Concern about rat-running/speeding
Support traffic calming
Cannot comment as they have not read the Healthy Routes plan/TfL's analysis
Support promotion of all modes of transport equally
Oppose using TfL's Strategic Cycling Analysis

Count
16
15
11
10
7
6
4

A full summary of all responses to open questions is available in Appendix A.
Question 5
Question
To what extent do you agree or
disagree that we should prioritise
Cycle Future Route 15 – Streatham
to Oval

Sub-topic
Response
Please tell us why

Type
Closed
Open
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Open question – all responses
To what extent do you agree or disagree that we should prioritise Cycle Future Route 15 – Streatham
to Oval […] Please tell us why.
Response
Oppose scheme as there are no clear positive impacts, other schemes should be
prioritised
Oppose scheme, cycle lanes lead to congestion
Note that there are different modes all competing for road space
Oppose scheme as priority should be on improving traffic flow
Note that most accidents involving cyclists are cyclists' fault
Oppose scheme as cycle superhighways make cycling more dangerous
Oppose scheme as cyclists ignore traffic rules
Concern that cycle lanes are not wheel chair accessible

Count
10
10
2
2
2
1
1
1

A full summary of all responses to open questions is available in Appendix A.
Question 6
Question
In our Local Implementation Plan
we have identified a 3 year
programme of investment to help
deliver the objectives of the
Strategy. To what extent do
you agree or disagree with the
projects that we have identified?

Sub-topic
Response
Do you have any other suggestions for
projects?
Please tell us why

Type
Closed
Open
Open
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Open question – top responses
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the projects that we have identified? […] Please tell us
why.
Response
Support infrastructure supporting sustainable transport

Count
10

Support faster implementation of programme / more ambitious goals / larger budget

8

Support a traffic calming / reduction project on Milkwood road
Support more investment in effective road safety projects / safety of pedestrians
Oppose programme as it won't work
Support Liveable Neighbourhoods / car free days
Support retaining space for motorised traffic including parking

7
7
6
4
3

A full summary of all responses to open questions is available in Appendix A.
Question 7
Question
Please tell us any other comments
about the Transport Strategy

Sub-topic
Response

Type
Open

Open question – top responses
Please tell us any other comments about the transport strategy.
Response
The strategy is not ambitious enough
Support 'hierarchy of modes' - priority to sustainable / active / less polluting transport
over cars
Concern about air pollution
Support Liveable Neighbourhoods/healthy routes
Support measures to reduce rat running
Strategy is good/thorough
Concern about the strategy's funding / government backing / GLA backing
Support reduction in car usage
Support increased bus/train services
Support traffic calming
Support increase in numbers of people cycling
Support investment in cycling infrastructure
Support transition to carbon neutral transport
Support more enforcement of car drivers
The strategy is a waste of money / is not fit for purpose
Support Healthy School Streets/Play Streets

Count
22
22
19
12
11
10
10
10
9
9
8
8
7
6
5
5

A full summary of all responses to open questions is available in Appendix A.
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Questions about respondents
Question 8
Question
Please enter your postcode

Type
Open

Closed question options
N/A

Responses to this question have not been analysed as part of this report.
Question 9
Question
If you would like to receive e-mails updating
you about the Transport Strategy please
provide your e-mail address

Type
Open

Closed question options
N/A

Responses to this question have not been analysed as part of this report.
Question 10
Question
Which age group applies to you?

Type
Closed

Closed question options
 Under 18
 18-24
 25-34
 45-54
 55-64
 65-74
 75-84
 85+
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Question 11
Question
Are your day-to-day activities limited because
of a health problem or disability which has
lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12
months? Please include problems related to
old age

Type
Closed

Closed question options
 Yes, limited a lot
 Yes, limited a little
 No
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Question 12
Question
What is your ethnic group?

Type
Closed

Closed question options
 Arab
 Asian / Asian British
Bangladeshi
 Asian / Asian British Chinese
 Asian / Asian British Indian
 Asian / Asian British Pakistani
 Black African
 Black Caribbean
 Latin American / Latin
 Mixed White and Asian
 Mixed White and Black African
 Mixed White and Black
Caribbean
 Other (please specify)
 White Gypsy or Irish Traveller
 White Irish
 White Polish
 White Portuguese
 White Spanish
 White English / Welsh / Scottish
/ Northern Irish / British
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Question 13
Question
At birth were you described as…

Type
Closed

Closed question options
 Male
 Female
 Intersex
 I prefer not to say
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Question 14
Have you gone through any part of a process
(including thoughts or actions) to change from
the sex you were described as at birth to the
gender you identify with, or do you intend to?
(This could include changing your name,
wearing different clothes, taking hormones or
having any gender specific surgery).

Closed





Yes
No
No, but I plan to
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Summary of Comments from Consultation
Events
This chapter provides a full summary of the comments made during each of the four consultation
events.

Event for businesses
Topic
Accessibility

Cycling
Electric Vehicles
Coaches
Deliveries and servicing
Road user charging

Road surfacing

Comment
South Bank Employers' Group has a project promoting itself as an
accessible area
Clapham is terrible for accessibility
Upper Ground could use more walking and cycling movements
Will EV charging ports be equally distributed across the borough?
EV charging would be of interest to businesses
Issue of displaced coach parking due to Shell Centre development
There is fundamentally enough coach parking
Upper Ground has too many lorry movements
Workplace parking levy is most relevant
Support both road user charging and parking levy as financial
incentives for sustainable travel
Lots of poor road surfacing, e.g. Upper Ground

Event for people with disabilities
Topic
Key issues of interest

Guiding principles

Comment
Cycling
Cycling for disabled people
Plans for buses
Bus audio announcements for next stop
Plain English communications
Transport accessibility to Weare336 building
Transport accessibility for GP patients
Traffic
Road safety
Pedestrian street crossings
Tube access
Need more emphasis on safety. Make transport inclusive, safe and
accessible.
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Support for a comprehensive review of all station accessibility
Support for broader work on station access, beyond step-free access
Steep gradients are an issue for wheelchair users
Designers / engineers need better training on accessibility, there
isn't an access officer at LBL
Need standards for accessibility design, evaluation of plans based on
disabled accessibility
Designers need to understand that all people use all space - e.g. all
space needs to be accessible to everyone
No clear rules regarding mobility scooters using cycle lanes
Prefer the term 'cycle' to bicycle as it is more inclusive of pedalled
modes
Support more cycle parking for disabled people
Issue of how to reserve disabled parking for disabled cyclists suggest blue badge scheme for cyclists
Support for more bus shelters
Support for electronic bus countdown, not everyone has or can use
a smartphone
Aggressive people getting on buses not queuing properly
Waste bins located at station flag where blind people are supposed
to wait
Support more enforcement of cars improperly parked in housing
estates, blocking pedestrian access
Need more blue badge parking in town centres, parks, near Civic
Centre
Support more enforcement of people cheating blue badge scheme
Higher parking prices or parking scarcity leads to more illegal parking
in disabled spaces
Issue of deaf people accessing pay by phone parking services
Support more priority to pedestrians at junctions
Oppose cars trying to push through pedestrians at junctions
Support wider pedestrian crossings
Support hierarchy of modes with pedestrians at the top - 'pedestrian
first' policy
Drivers can be aggressive, beeping at pedestrians
Support separation of modes
Issue of street clutter, especially for blind people as guide dogs use
building boundary
Causes of street clutter: café signs, dockless hire bikes
Need more enforcement
Need better lighting as deaf people rely heavily on vision feel
vulnerable in poor light
Disabled people are six times more likely to be killed in collisions
with cars, safety is key
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Crossing side roads adjacent to main roads is dangerous for blind
people
Pavements that are flush with roads are an issue for blind people
There is a conflict of needs between people with different
disabilities - e.g. blind people need tactile paving, which is difficult
for wheelchair users

Event for young people
Topic
Key issues of interest

Guiding principles Growth
Guiding principles Inclusive
Guiding principles General
Pedestrian access

Cycling

Comment
Buses don't come on time
Bus skips stop even when not full
Long wait times or irregular arrivals (e.g. 24 minutes until the next
bus)
Bus stops for driver shift change and driver is not available, causing
delays
Traffic delays buses
Key routes: 417, 249
Southern trains cancellations
New homes are being built and are remaining empty
Need more social housing
Need more lifts
Support for council owned estates to have the same standard
applied as other streets do under council control
Broad agreement
Support more room for pedestrians and cyclists
Concern about what happens to displaced traffic from
pedestrianisation schemes
No designated crossing in front of school, need signalised crossing
(Bishop Thomas Grant School)
Exhibition Road shared space scheme - concern about pedestrian
safety (I heard someone died) and terrorist threat
Most teenagers aren't confident cycling on roads
Cycle network is disconnected, I would cycle more if there was a
more complete network
Bishop Thomas Grant School restricts students from cycling as they
are concerned about theft, not allowed to use bike shed
Worried about bike theft
Bike hangers on roads are good, lack of bike hangers on council
estates
Concern about neighbours with a bike and key accessing bikes in
hanger
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Concern about danger, road safety
I do ride on pavements
Concern about pinch points at crossings
It is elitist to assume everyone can cycle
Need more cycle lanes
I don't see the need to own a car as public transport is accessible
I wouldn't want a car if I lived in a city because of the Congestion
Charge, etc.
Depends on oil price, I would want an EV
Neutral, maybe I will own a car in the future if I need to
I would want a car if I lived more than a 15 minute walk to a bus stop
I would want to own a car for weekend trips outside of London, not
for commuting
I want to get a motorcycle, not for commuting but for weekend
riding
I would like to own a car as I currently need a bus to get to the tube
station
Fares need to be cheaper
Support hopper fare
At night I would rather be on a bus than walking for safety reasons
I feel safer on the train than on the bus
Need more staff on trains for safety
Not a lot of street lights near school (Bishop Thomas Grant School)
I think it's a great idea
There should be a close relationship between pollution and paying
Need cheaper public transport to accompany this policy
Concern that old cars not being compliant with ULEZ is a
disadvantage for poor people, in future only rich people will be able
to drive
Is there a subsidy to ease the transition? Response: no
What about Adblue for compliance with ULEZ? Response: we don't
think so (looked this up online afterwards and can't get a clear
response)
Shoreditch market - no traffic
Oxford Circus - lots of space for pedestrians, some/lots of traffic but
I don't pay attention
City in Slovakia - you can walk everywhere, electric tram, fountains,
shops, massive open space
Toulouse - historic buildings, big square, shops, relaxed, tube, safe
cycling
[unknown city] - space for pedestrians, a movie vibe, shared space
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Event for the public
Topic
Key issues of interest

Transport Strategy general
Guiding principles Healthy
Guiding principles Growth

Guiding principles Efficient
Disabled accessibility

Pedestrians

Comment
Rat running on residential streets, speeding HGVs and coaches
(Abbeville Road area)
Dangerous pedestrian crossings (e.g. A205/A24)
Tube overcrowding (e.g. Stockwell and further south)
Orbital bus routes needed - why not use South Circular?
Buses to/from Clapham Junction needed
Air pollution (e.g. Streatham High Road from Streatham Common to
Lambeth Town Hall)
Support cycling
Support electric trolleybus or tram
Underwhelming
Lacks engagement
Healthy should be first, to show it is the top guiding principle
Not confident about growth projections (e.g. Brexit, economic
growth)
Current growth projections are difficult to achieve without enough
housing (e.g. empty homes, lack wrong types of homes, housing
affordability, can't develop Green Belt)
Too much growth, not enough infrastructure
Why shrink car mode to 27% Why not reduce further? Response:
target based on modelling evidence
Need more in TS about accessibility (e.g. in Clapham)
Overground could be made more accessible with step-free access
Support for LBL running a community transport scheme for elderly
people
Improve pedestrian road crossings
Support priority to pedestrians over vehicles
Zebra crossings are dangerous for pedestrians
Need more speed cameras, better enforcement of speeding
Need more pedestrian priority in public realm / town centres
Take away space from cars
Too much pavement clutter - refuse, cycle parking, street lamps,
shop signs, unlicensed fruit and vegetable stalls (e.g. in Clapham)
Suggest annual programme of works, better enforcement or a
licencing review to address pavement clutter
Issue of construction hoarding taking up pedestrian space
More emphasis on effective widths for pedestrians
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Inefficient allocation of road space at Blackfriars Bridge - full of
cyclists during peak only, but buses run all day long
Strong support for better, safer cycle infrastructure
Cycling infrastructure is currently disjointed
Diverting resources to cycling costs TfL in lost revenue
Need better bus service for Norwood, Clapham Junction, Clapham
South and Stockwell
Need more bus connections between hospitals and town centres
Support buses that run similar route to Northern Line to take
pressure off
Although there is a general bus user decline, some routes are very
congested
Bus 315 is only every 30 minutes after 20:00. Increase night time
frequency
Not enough in Transport Strategy about Northern Line
Northern Line platforms are too narrow
Residents need better access to rail and Overground
LB should be more active, invest in option selection, go to
conferences, lobby (e.g. LB Southwark and LB Camden do more of
this)
Suggest that LBL set up a forum to discuss rail with relevant parties
Bus hopper fare should include rail journeys
Rail fares should be equal to bus fares, especially since rail is
underused and bus is overused
Why not extend the tube? Response: mainly cost. Rail is underused
and increasing use is better value for money.
What makes up the limits to train frequency? Response: signalling,
rolling stock, infrastructure
Train fares are overpriced vs. bus fares
Event attendee disputes TfL counts that say traffic is declining congestion is higher, they don't count minor roads
Concern that if space is taken away from cars for pedestrians on
main routes, this will lead to rat running
Concern about ULEZ diverting traffic to neighbourhoods just outside
it
20mph speed limits have been ineffective in reducing speeds.
Response: they have reduced speeds by 1.8mph
Could LBL set up its own road user charging scheme? Response: It
could, but LBL supports regional schemes such as ULEZ
Loughborough Junction road closures were unpopular due to lack of
consultation with residents
Support road closures
TS should have more of a town centre focus, with chapters/sections
on Clapham, Brixton, etc.
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Need to acknowledge Clapham as a town centre
Lots of traffic in front of schools
Some people have no choice but to drive as they live more than 1km
away
Support more cycling to school, safe routes, better air quality, carfree area around school
Cargo bikes for parents to cycle children to school are expensive
Support radical measures to bring air quality to within safe limits
There is little that people can do at the local level to address air
quality
Can we have full electric double decker buses? Response: Euro VI
(diesel) produces very low air pollution.
Waterloo scheme - people don't like it
Vauxhall scheme - people don't want to lose the bus station
Tulse Hill scheme - how far along is this? Response: early days
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Question 1
We have identified four guiding principles for our Transport Strategy. To what extent do you agree or disagree
with these principles? […] Are there any alternative or additional principles you would suggest?

Topic
Overall

Growth

Inclusive

Efficient

Response
Does not support existing priorities
Priorities were unclear
Support stronger measures
Support existing priorities
Support faster / more frequent bus services
Support more social housing
Support improvement to public transport to support night time
economy
Support more rail services
Support 'hierarchy of modes' - priority to sustainable / active / less
polluting transport over cars
Support improved accessibility (e.g. for people with disabilities)
Oppose 'hierarchy of modes' - oppose priority to pedestrians and
cyclists over cars
Support decrease in public transport fares
In TS, refer to work done by SEND (training for young/vulnerable
people to use public transport)
Oppose restrictions to traffic flow
Support low / no traffic routes
Support more cycle lanes/tracks (e.g. segregated)
Support reductions in cars
Concern about traffic congestion
Support road user charging (e.g. congestion zone, ULEZ, etc.)
Support increase in walking / cycling
Support freight consolidation
Support promotion of car sharing / car clubs
Support reduced car parking / increased cycle parking
Support 'Mobility on demand'
Support better public transport connections
Oppose redevelopment of Vauxhall bus terminal as it decreases bus
access

Count
5
3
1
1
6
2
2
1
45
6
6
3
1
1
13
9
8
8
6
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
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Concern about air pollution / health
Concern safety for pedestrians and cyclists
Support clean / electric buses / trolley buses
Support more enforcement of car drivers
Support promotion of electric vehicles
Support Healthy School Streets
Support zero/low emission transport infrastructure (general)
Support more enforcement of cyclists
Concern about noise pollution
Concern about carbon emissions / climate change
Concern about environment (general)
Support more green space
Support planning that ensures services are located near where people
live
Support lower density development
Support keeping spending to a minimum
Support more funding for walking and cycling

34
25
7
7
6
4
2
2
1
8
7
3
1
1
1
1

Question 2
We have proposed 12 strategic outcomes in the Transport Strategy […] Are there alternative or
additional outcomes you would suggest?
Topic
Overall

High frequency
'Metro' style train
service

Sustainable transport
modes, minimised
development traffic

Response
Concern that strategic outcomes are aspirational, not concrete
strategies
Support strategic outcomes
In TS, define key terms and change wording so it is more
coherent and in layman terms.
Concern that outcome deadline is too far away/not achievable

Count
12
9
7
3

Need to define terms (e.g. ‘strategic roads,’ ‘longer trips’)

1

Support a 'metro' style service

2

Concern that public transport is running beyond capacity

2

Concern about long waiting times for public transport

2

Concern about high train fares

2

Support 'hierarchy of modes' - priority to sustainable / active /
less polluting transport over cars
Oppose 'hierarchy of modes' - priority to sustainable / active /
less polluting transport over cars

10
3
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Concern that focus on improving town centres and
opportunity areas is at the expense of other areas
Support the introduction of new opportunity areas
Unclear about relevance of town centre investment to
transport
Support the notion of cycling as an accessible mode of
transport (e.g. for people who have mobility issues)
Support making public transport a more attractive option than
car ownership
Concern that public transport is not accessible enough to
those with disabilities
Taxis offer a wheelchair accessible service
Support public transport near homes
Support pedestrian priority at junctions
Support reduction in pavement clutter
Support pedestrianising roads

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
3
1

Support reducing the number of delivery vehicles on the roads

4

Support all homes having easy access to essential services

2

Falling traffic levels

Support parents being deterred from completing the school
run by car

3

Strategic roads
prioritise space
efficient modes for
long trips and freight

Support segregated cycle lanes

1

Note that strategic roads are essential for deliveries and
servicing vehicles
Concern that cycle infrastructure needs alterations
Support cyclists using alternatives routes rather than strategic
routes

Reducing the need for
a car and their
dominance over
public space

Support reduction in private car ownership

1
1
1
12

Support promotion of electric vehicles

7

Support road user charging (e.g. congestion zone, ULEZ, etc.)

5

Support removal or relocation of car parking to reduce its
dominance in public space
Note that private cars are essential for certain trips
Oppose 'anti-car' policies in TS
Note that cars make a large financial contribution to the
borough
Concern about rat-running
Support promotion of car sharing / car clubs

4
3
3
2
1
1

Support financial benefits for those leading a car-free life

1

Support more free parking
Supports parking that benefits local residents

1
1
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Oppose political perspective of black cab drivers regarding
transport
Air quality is within
safe limits, the
transport network
creates zero
emissions

Healthy routes
between town
centres

Safe and secure public
space and transport

1

Concern about air quality

13

Trams and Trolleybuses should be re-introduced
Support the introduction of healthy school streets and car free
days
Support Greening to reduce air pollution exposure

4

Supports the installation of air filters on public transport

1

Concern about the contamination of the wider environment

1

Concern about noise/light pollution

1

Support segregation of pedestrians and cyclists
Supports the introduction of healthy routes
Support improved signage for cycling journeys

6
4
1

Supports more public seating

1

Support cycling and walking being seen as a safe option for all
Supports lower speed limits and traffic calming
Note that all road users should follow the rules of the road
Concern about security and safety of children, disabled people
and older people

7
7
4

4
4

4

Question 3
To what extent do you agree or disagree with prioritising neighbourhoods for walking and cycling
improvements based on these criteria? […] Comments / other criteria / please tell us why
Topic
Overall

Response
Support more walking and cycling over the use of cars on a
borough scale
Support healthy routes in areas that meet any of the criteria
Oppose schemes that restrict vehicle movements
Support a Healthy Route on Milkwood Road
Note an issue of congestion on Shrubbery Road
Note that active transport may not be viable for all journeys
Support a Healthy Route in the area bounded by St George's
Road, Kennington Road and Kennington Lane
Concern about how areas are assessed/scored for healthy
routes
Note that healthy routes should receive a higher proportion of
the overall budget
Oppose cycling borough-wide

Count
14
8
7
4
1
4
3
3
2
2
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Oppose the TS
Ban diesel/petrol vehicles along healthy routes
Note that there is a rat-running issue on Thorncroft Street
Note that 'speeding traffic' should replace the 'road safety
issues' criteria
Support 'Healthy School Streets' / car-free zones around
schools
Support healthy routes to school
Oppose anybody driving to school
Concern about traffic and air pollution generated by school
transport
Introduce school 'bike buses'/'walking crocodiles'
Support incentivising sustainable travel for schools
Support greening to clean air around schools
Support shared car/pedestrian streets near schools
Support increased bicycle storage facilities
Support dedicated 'drop off' points for car-based school
transport
Support inclusion of streets with high footfall as criteria for
Healthy Routes
Concern about air quality
Support introduction of an anti-idling scheme
Concern about accuracy of air quality data
Note that Quietways help reduce exposure to air pollution
Oppose rat running, concern about safety
Oppose rat running, support filtered permeability
Note that rat running results from main routes having a lack of
traffic capacity
Support car-free routes
Oppose rat running, concern about air quality
Oppose rat running, concern about poor driver behaviour
Support a survey to identify who is using local roads
Concern about poor / dangerous driver behaviour
Concern about accidents / collisions
Concern about street crime
Support more cycle training
Concern about pavement clutter
Concern that traffic calming measures have been failing

Infrastructure

Support improved walking and cycling routes / infrastructure
Support additional and improved crossing points for
pedestrians
Support making the Dante Road / Brook Drive barrier
permanent

2
1
1
1
9
7
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
2
2
2
1
15
7
7
6
3
2
2
7
3
1
1
1
1
11
5
4
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Support prioritising inexpensive infrastructure
Support infrastructure schemes with low disruption
Support cycle infrastructure that caters to all types of cycle e.g.
cargo bikes, trikes, e-cycles
Support infrastructure to enable people to pause and rest
Support a built environment that promotes social interaction
Note the economic benefit of improved transport
infrastructure
Oppose removing bus hub at Vauxhall
Support keeping polluting traffic to 'dirtyways'
Support more infrastructure investment for areas of higher
deprivation
Support more infrastructure investment for areas with higher
levels of old/disabled people
Support more infrastructure investment for areas with low
public transport accessibility
Support more infrastructure investment for areas with higher
numbers of families

3
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
4
1
1

Question 4
To what extent do you agree or disagree that the proposed strategic routes in the Healthy Routes
plan should be based on those identified in TfL's Strategic Cycling Analysis? […] Please tell us why.
Topic
Overall

Geographical
coverage

Response
Cannot comment as they have not read the Healthy Routes
plan/TfL's analysis
Support promotion of all modes of transport equally
Oppose using TfL's Strategic Cycling Analysis
Ensure cycling groups are consulted
Concern that Healthy Routes focus on cycling and will be
implemented in areas with low cycling demand
Concern about feasibility
Concern about trip generation
Concern that the scope of strategic routes is not ambitious
enough
Support using TfL's Strategic Cycling Analysis
Ensure there is a common approach between public bodies
Suggest creating all-encompassing 'healthy areas' rather than
routes.
Concern that the south of the borough is not covered by the
Healthy Routes plan
Concern that priorities for Healthy Routes are on commuter
routes, and not enough on local journeys

Count
7
6
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
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Support additional safe cycle routes
Note that car use is not falling
Concern that Healthy Routes will be bad for local business
Support a healthy route on Milkwood Road
Support Healthy Routes as it makes a safer environment for
pedestrians and cyclists
Concern about rat-running/speeding
Support traffic calming
Support a healthy route on Moon Lane
Support healthy routes to schools
Support more enforcement for cyclists
Suggest that healthy routes should be based on air quality

4
1
1
16
15
11
10
2
1
1
2

Question 5
To what extent do you agree or disagree that we should prioritise Cycle Future Route 15 – Streatham
to Oval […] Please tell us why.
Topic
Overall
Mode split
Efficiency
Road safety

Accessibility

Response
Oppose scheme as there are no clear positive impacts, other
schemes should be prioritised
Note that there are different modes all competing for road
space
Oppose scheme, cycle lanes lead to congestion
Oppose scheme as priority should be on improving traffic flow
Note that most accidents involving cyclists are cyclists' fault
Oppose scheme as cycle superhighways make cycling more
dangerous
Oppose scheme as cyclists ignore traffic rules
Concern that cycle lanes are not wheel chair accessible

Count
10
2
10
2
2
1
1
1

Question 6
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the projects that we have identified? […] Please tell us
why.
Topic
Overall

Response
Supports faster implementation of programme/more ambitious
goals/larger budget

Count
8

Supports a traffic calming/reduction project on Milkwood road

7

Oppose programme as it won't work
Support reference to Voltaire Road plans in the LIP
Support minimising council tax

6
2
2
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Cannot comment as did not read LIP document
Support use of planning authority powers to influence new
developments
Support focusing on locally identified areas
Concern that projects focus too much on cycling
Concern that the LIP is not based on enough data
Support Liveable Neighbourhoods/car free days

2

Support Healthy School Streets/reduced traffic near schools

2

1
1
1
1
4

Support improvements to the pedestrian realm (e.g. dropped
curbs, decluttering, shorter waiting times for crossing, etc.)
Support more street greening
Note that healthy routes should have a larger budget
Oppose focus on funding in opportunity areas
Support infrastructure supporting sustainable transport

2
1
1
10

Support retaining space for motorised traffic including parking

3

Concern about reducing pavement clutter
Supports the movement away from petrol / diesel freight
vehicles
Support additional EVs
Concern that cycle infrastructure doesn't extend to the south of
the borough.
Note that cycle lanes are under-used
Support more investment in effective road safety projects /
safety of pedestrians

2

Note that 20mph roads will be self-financing through fines

1

Concern about value for money of behaviour change
programmes

1

2

1
1
1
1
7
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Support the introduction of new railway stations/routes
Note that Lambeth has a poor rail network
Concern about high train fares
Note that Lambeth has poor public transport
Reduce car ownership
Concern that there aren't low-emission alternatives to most
vehicles
Supports transport for disabled people
Support projects that reduce carbon emissions
Support projects that reduce air pollution

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Question 7
Please tell us any other comments about the transport strategy.
Topic
Overall

Environmental
Impact

Response
The strategy is not ambitious enough
Strategy is good/thorough
Concern about the strategy's funding / government backing /
GLA backing

Count
22
10
10

The strategy is a waste of money/is not fit for purpose

5

Concern that the TS doesn't represent resident's views

3

The strategy focuses too much on the North of the Borough

2

Concern over the strategy's statistics/data collection

1

Note the need to define terms e.g. 'low traffic neighbourhoods'
within the strategy

1

The strategy should include more educational schemes

1

Concern that the strategy lacks long-term objectives
Concern that the consultation was not accessible to those with
low literacy levels

1

Concern about air pollution
Support transition to carbon neutral transport
Note that LBL should consult with environmental campaign
groups

1
19
7
1
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Support a hierarchy of modes with pedestrians at the top

22

Support increase in numbers of people cycling
Support investment in cycling infrastructure
Support safe cycle parking close to people's homes/work/public
space
Support pedestrian priority at all junctions
Support removal of pavement clutter
Support increased funding for cycle training

8
8

Oppose a hierarchy of modes with pedestrians at the top

2

Support cycle hire across the borough
Support increased bus/train services
Support electric trolleybuses as alternative to polluting diesel
buses
Concern that bus services are becoming delayed by congestion
Support better access for people with disabilities
Support addressing conflict between needs of visually impaired
and wheelchair users

1
9

Support lobbying for national recognition of cycles as mobility
aids, as per DfT's Inclusive Transport Strategy commitment
Support development of accessible cycle parking standards and
enforcement (e.g. blue badge for cycling)

4
3
2
2

2
1
4
1
1
1

Infrastructure

Concern about deadly, complex junction designs/road layouts

4

Healthy Routes

Support Liveable Neighbourhoods/healthy routes
Support Healthy School Streets/Play Streets
Healthy Routes should receive a higher proportion of project
funding
Support measures to reduce rat running
Support reduction in car usage
Support traffic calming
Support more enforcement of car drivers
Support more EVs
Support road user charging (e.g. congestion zone, ULEZ, etc.)
Note that cars are essential for certain journeys
Support car club / sharing
Support a reduction in the number of freight vehicles
Support an anti-idling campaign
Support reductions in permit prices for car shares/EV vehicles
Change parking app to 'Parkmobile'

12
5

Car Use

Taxis

4
11
10
9
6
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1

Concern that road closures divert traffic onto alternative routes

1

Concern about the removal of parking spaces
Taxis should have access to bus lanes
Concern over an increase in the number of private hire vehicles

1
1
1
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Organisation responses
TfL
Director of City Planning









A summary of our key comments is as follows:
We commend your approach and hard work in producing, overall, a strong draft LIP,
concisely written and with particularly wide-ranging objectives for traffic reduction and
changing the transport mix.
The commitment to using planning powers to go beyond the London Plan and reinforce
sustainable modes in new developments is welcomed and a model of best practice.
The LIP has benefited greatly from being developed alongside the Local Plan and Transport
Strategy.
The only material issue in the LIP concerning consistency with the Mayor’s Transport
Strategy is with regard to Vision Zero. It is not entirely clear that the borough supports Vision
Zero and the targets fall some way below the trajectory required to meet it. It is important
to recognise that reducing death and injury on London’s roads is fundamental to achieving
all other MTS objectives. This requires a step change in approach and commitment to
addressing these problems, and there is currently insufficient attention to this matter in the
draft. We would like to discuss with you further to strengthen this aspect.
With regard to other targets – a number of them are slightly different from the suggested
trajectories and clarification is required both as to why this is the case and that references to
2022 targets are for the 2021/2022 financial year.

London Borough of Croydon
Strategic Transport Manager







Croydon is seeking to work with other boroughs to develop a construction consolidation
centre in vicinity of the A23 to reduce impact of construction and logistics traffic.
Welcome discussion of sub-regional traffic reduction strategy and how improved public
transport can be funded. Seek joint working on a review of bus services in the north of
Croydon and south of Lambeth, especially on the A23 corridor.
Welcome discussion and seek support for accessibility improvements at Norbury station by
re-opening second entrance.
Seek early engagement and consultation on proposed CPZ’s on borough boundary to ensure
no negative impacts or overspill.
Seek to work together to review Crystal Palace gyratory improvements to deliver active
travel benefits such as green phases on all arms of traffic lights.
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London Borough of Westminster
Head of Public Realm


Thank you for the opportunity to consider the Lambeth draft LIP3 submission. It’s advised
that the City Council broadly supports the direction of the strategy and we look forward to
working with your team over the years to come on any emerging mutual schemes or
projects.

Clapham BID: This is Clapham


Voltaire Road is not included. It would be helpful to understand what the chances are of this
project going ahead. The estimate to deliver the project was around £350k. This doesn’t
seem like a significant amount to funding considering the amounts that seem to have been
allocated for improvements in Brixton.



Clapham is labelled as a district centre in planning terms, it’s still an important commercial
district, which makes a significant contribution to the Lambeth economy and has as much a
need for improvement as anywhere else. I believe that Lambeth needs to recognise some of
its larger district centres, which are more under threat from changes to the high street
environment than major town centres.

The Clapham Society


We are very aware that in many respects Lambeth’s role, when it comes to looking at
Transport priorities in the borough, is that of an advocate of local needs in gaining the
attention of, and a distribution of resources from TfL. The evidence seems to indicate that
this area of advocacy has not been strong in the past, and the generalities in this draft
review do not herald a change in momentum.



The concentration on the larger shopping centres (Brixton and Streatham) and the central
business areas (Waterloo and Vauxhall) does seem to result in the significance of Clapham as
an urban centre in its own right being overlooked.



During peak hours the platform at Clapham Common is not just overly congested, but
positively dangerous. The same would be true at Clapham North were it not for the fact that
would be travellers during the morning peak tend to seek alternatives rather than face the
prospect of failing to get access to a City bound train.



In the absence of investment in more efficient rolling stock, it is difficult to see how this
problem of capacity can be remedied without looking elsewhere for alternative remedies. In
the meantime, large new residential developments and population increases in the vicinity
of the Northern Line can only exacerbate the issue.
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Neither Clapham North nor Clapham Common stations have level access, and the steps
down to the island platform can be especially hazardous and make this an unattractive mode
of transport, even outside peak times, for those with restricted mobility.



The most straightforward solution to problems with the Northern Line would be for bus
services to provide increased parallel running with the tube during peak times, and to
broaden the range of destinations served.



We believe there is considerable unmet demand for buses in our area, due in part to the
congestion on the tube, but also on grounds of accessibility, and a need for orbital links.



TfL’s borough level statistics almost certainly misrepresent the demand, both real and latent,
in Clapham, and are skewed by the impact of the sharp decline in average journey times in
the Central area, at the Elephant & Castle, and in Brixton Town Centre due to congestion and
reallocation of road space for other users.



Route 88, which turns around at Clapham is heavily used, and is frequently filled by the time
it gets to Clapham High Street during the morning peak, and tends to disgorge at Stockwell,
similarly with Routes 50 and 155, which is of limited value currently to residents in the
vicinity of Clapham North who would welcome additional buses at peak times. Routes 35
and 37 from Clapham Common tube provide good alternative access to Brixton for the
Victoria Line, and Clapham Junction, though the circuitous route of the 35 makes it an
unpalatable option to access London Bridge and the City.



Residents looking for a service from Clapham South use Route 155, which tends to fill up
further South. They lack an orbital service to Clapham Junction, which would provide
overground rail options into Zone 1. They would also benefit if such an orbital service were
to provide a service linking communities along the South Circular eastwards, and so provide
access to schools around the Dulwich area.



There is currently no direct link from Clapham Common to St Thomas’s Hospital, which is the
principal hospital serving the area. Route 77 runs along the Wandsworth Road and thus
serves the northern part of the area, but the majority of residents with reduced mobility are
dependent on the 88 and changing buses, under cover, at Vauxhall Bus Station. This will
become a much trickier operation with the demolition of the Bus Station, when hospital
patients will be forced to negotiate the new road layout when the gyratory is dismantled.



We feel Lambeth has not been sufficiently proactive in arguing forcefully for Clapham High
Street station to be upgraded, and for regional services to include this station in their
itinerary when franchises have been negotiated. We recognise that Wandsworth Road
Station poses greater technical challenges, however the scope to create a more obvious
interchange between Clapham North and Clapham High Street stations, and local buses
should be pursued. With longer platforms provided, and South Eastern trains required to
provide stopping trains, this would open up a direct link to Victoria (a link that was sacrificed
when the Overground service commenced in December 2012), as well as to other town
centres in SE London. Step-free access should also be achieved.



We welcome the comments in the plan relating to pedestrian crossings. We have had
concerns about a number of pedestrian crossings in Clapham for many years.



Prime amongst these is the crossing at the junction of the South Circular with Clapham
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Common South Side. There is no pedestrian phase on the East side of this crossing, which is
one of the busiest in the borough and carries a lot of heavy goods traffic.


Other crossings that are very problematic is the complex array of crossings at the junction of
Clapham High Street, Clapham Park Road and opposite the tube station on Clapham
Common South Side. The latter seems to operate when the traffic lights in Clapham Park
Road turn green, so traffic exiting CPR are immediately faced with a red light – and
sometimes fail to stop for reasons that are predictable.



Similarly, the crossing on the High Street from Venn Street to Clapham Park Road is not
phased with the junction across the entrance to Clapham Park Rd. A solution needs to be
found. This would ideally involve an all-ways crossing, but if phasing of the South Side
crossing opposite the tube station needs to be retained, this needs to be moved further
away from the junction.



In Clapham the Council seems to have been happy to grant pavement licences to businesses
along the High Street without consultation or due monitoring or enforcement to ensure
terms of those licences are adhered to, or the resulting impact on pedestrians..



Many local businesses fail to display their pavement licences, and this makes it very difficult
for the public to know what has been agreed. As well as enforcement of the display of
licences, there needs to be a publicly accessible register or database of licences that have
been issued.



In residential streets there seems to be little regard for the obstacles allowed to clutter
pavements and present obstacles to pedestrians. The situation has been exacerbated by the
proliferation of bins left out on collection day and the haphazard locations they end up in
when emptied. Front garden hedges are allowed to obstruct pavements as are large cars
parked on drive-ins when they protrude onto the footway.



The Council has been an ardent advocate for increased cycle usage in recent years, and this
has had a big impact on the public realm – a trend that looks likely to continue according to
the draft plan. We are concerned if this should be at the expense of pedestrian safety,
enjoyment of our parks and open spaces, increased clutter in our streets, and further
erosion of bus services.



The contra-flow cycle lane in Old Town remains an expensive irrelevance and a hazard, and
the proposed contra-flow cycle route down Bromells Road, involving a dedicated crossing at
The Pavement seems foolhardy and unnecessary, but will certainly increase the difficulties
service traffic will experience emerging from Bromells’ narrow exit at this busy one-way
intersection.



The ill-thought out location and distribution of cycle hitching posts around Clapham town
centre is a major issue for pedestrians, and especially those with wheelchairs or small
children. We understand retail premises appreciate having a cycle rack handy for
customers, but they are generally not required and present a major obstacle to pedestrians
outside pubs and restaurants where pavement licences are granted. There needs to be
rational thought given to their deployment and to ensure they don’t just become another
example of unwanted clutter, and a hazard for pavement users.



Countdown at bus stops is a greatly valued service, especially at those used by several bus
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routes, and yet there is talk that this is not to be rolled out further, and is likely to be
withdrawn. Similarly, it is understood that TfL has taken a decision to discontinue the
production of printed bus routes at information centres. Lambeth Council should provide a
strong voice for the retention of this important public information service.


In Conclusion, we would like to see the Council, through its Transport Strategy, engaging
with the local transport issues its residents face daily, and playing a much stronger advocacy
role with TfL on behalf of the diverse localities it represents to tackle the impediments and
challenges posed by our current transport infrastructure, and to take a proactive position on
what is often a shabby and neglected public realm.

Clapham Transport Users Group
Clapham Public Transport Issues


Clapham has dangerous levels of overcrowding on the Clapham Common and Clapham
North Tubes stations which have narrow island platforms.



Clapham lacks sufficient direct bus links to Central London or the City



Clapham High Street and Wandsworth Road Stations lack direct trains to Victoria, despite
Southeastern Victoria trains running through both stations.



Clapham lacks key orbital rail routes to Herne Hill, West Dulwich and Bromley South, making
bus routes slow and encouraging private car usage.



Clapham lacks sufficient direct orbital bus links from Clapham South along the South Circular
Road to education catchment areas, again pushing more people into cars rather than buses.



Clapham buses do not serve St. Thomas’s Hospital, forcing those of reduced mobility to
change at Vauxhall Bus Station - which is to be changed forcing such residents to cross traffic
streams to switch from the Route 88 bus (to/from Clapham Common) onto the 77 (to/from
St. Thomas’s Hospital)



Clapham’s Rail and Tube stations are inaccessible, meaning that only buses are accessible to
reduced mobility residents for work/leisure/hospital, hence the lack of direct buses to Zone
1 negatively impacts upon the most vulnerable.

Clapham’s Transport Needs


Capacity Alternatives to the Northern Line



Improving Clapham Buses



Improving Rail and Accessibility

Lambeth Council Current Draft Transport Strategy
We find the current draft Strategy grossly inadequate and scarcely outlining any kind of vision for
the Borough. In particular we note the following:


The Strategy provides no structured focus on each of the Town Centres that constitute
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Lambeth.


There is no mention of the Northern Line overcrowding: Clapham get two lines mentioned in
the whole document.



Consequently what little the Strategy does state about public transport is very vague lacking
specific analysis of key area needs.



There is also no mention of the need to improve pedestrian safety crossings in Clapham.

Lambeth Council’s Failures on Transport Strategy


The Council’s draft Strategy lacks detail or structured analysis of each Town Centre.



This is symptomatic of a broader failure by the Council to really engage on public transport
issues beyond a disproportionate focus on Brixton.



The Council has been championing cycle usage, but this has come at the expense of lobbying
for better accessibility and properly representing the Borough’s critical public transport
needs.



A transport policy composed exclusively of ‘Brixton and bicycles’ is simply not credible and
cannot possibly deliver the modal shift from car that is required



Aversion to engaging local communities: what little strategy Lambeth Council has on
transport is written within the confines of the Town Hall and is not dialogue led with
residents providing the policy masonry.

Outline


Lambeth Council scrapped the Transport Partnership Forums which enabled residents,
transport officers and transport operators to exchange concerns, provide ideas and help
progress solutions



The Council has failed to respond to key critical consultations by the Department for
Transport on the future of the Southeastern rail network as well as failing to submit a reply
to TfL’s Central London Bus Services Review.



The Council has influence as a statutory authority but totally fails to use any of its position,
failing to respond to numerous consultations and not lobbying transport bodies to advocate
the Borough’s needs.



The Council does not engage with local residents or community groups representing public
transport users.



The Council’s rigid insistence on distinctions between ‘Major’ and ‘District’ Town Centres has
led to total neglect of most parts of the Borough



The Council’s neglect of pedestrian safety, accessibility and public transport user also means
its Transport Strategy is in breach of its statutory duty under the Equality Act 2010



The Council’s broad approach is to be reactive once decisions by Central Government or the
Mayor for London have been made rather than thinking ahead and lobbying when there is
opportunity to shape decisions for the benefit of the Borough as a whole.



Consequently the Strategy is very vague and subsumed within bland generalizations such as
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supporting Metroisation of the South London rail network (via devolution to TfL) but failing
to even state key concerns or outline how Lambeth Council will seek to secure specific
improvements.
Recommendations for the Strategy and Beyond


Clapham is a major commuting centre and to have a draft strategy that mentions Clapham in
only two lines is discriminatory. The council must think beyond the Town Hall vicinity and
become inclusive.

Borough-level Improvements
Community engagement


The Council should re-create a Transport Area Forum with communities and transport
operators meeting quarterly including if possible across the Town Centres



The Council should aim to hold a public transport meeting with local residents in each of the
Town Centres at least once every 18 months



The Council should arrange local meetings to discuss re-vamping the current draft Transport
Strategy

Town Centre Focus


The Transport Strategy should be sectioned by Town Centre, conveying accurately each
Town Centre’s transport, issues and wider thematics (e.g. accessibility, synergy with local
factors) before outlining the area’s goals and how the Council will seek to meet them.



The Council Transport Strategy should be dictated by transport need not fixed to allencompassing town centre hierarchy.



The Council should engage with each Town Centre including Area Committees/Business
Improvement Districts, community groups and other stakeholders to agree lobbying
positions ahead of transport consultations



The Council should commission an independent study on each Town Centre’s public
transport needs and recommended solutions.

Lobbying


The Council needs to switch from a passive, reactive position of commenting only once
transport proposals have been agreed already to being pro-active, utilising the input of local
communities to think ahead and lobby Government, Network Rail, TfL and operators for
better services.



At a wider level the Council should link with other Local Authorities to form consortia to
lobby effective and drive through key objectives such as accessibility.

Inclusion/Accessibility


Lambeth Council should audit policies to ensure compliance with the Equality Act.



This includes reviewing key streets and removing cycle racks if there is insufficient space to
allow wheelchair users to pass through
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The Council should lobby so that each Town Centre has an accessible Tube or Rail station



The Council should eliminate dangerous pedestrian accident hotspots by increasing zebra or
island crossings.



The Council should remove ‘floating bus stops’ outside hospitals and schools which pose a
direct risk to vulnerable pedestrians.

Clapham Transport Improvements
Capacity


Lambeth Council’s Strategy should be to acknowledge the dangerously high levels of
overcrowding at Clapham Common and Clapham North Tube Stations alongside the
congestion problems of the Northern Line generally including at Clapham South Station proactively seek public transport alternatives to the Northern Line by lobbying for more bus
services to Central London and the City and for Clapham High Street Rail station to gain
Southeastern Victoria services.



Lambeth Council should ask TfL to consider the scope for ‘turn back’ at Clapham Common to
enable some southbound Northern Line trains in the morning peaks to terminate at Clapham
Common then become northbound services, providing empty trains that could absorb and
clear platforms between Clapham Common and London Bridge.

Buses


Lambeth Council should proactively lobby TfL to make Clapham a bus hub with an expansion
of direct bus routes to Central London and the City, providing an alternative to the Northern
Line and giving reduced mobility residents direct access to key employment opportunities.



This must include extending the 155 to Whitehall via Westminster Bridge Road to provide
direct bus access to St. Thomas’s Hospital



Lambeth Council should lobby for the 45 to run from Clapham Park to King’s Cross via
Clapham Common/Clapham High Street, Southwark Bridge and Blackfriars



Lambeth Council should lobby for a new directly aligned City bus route as suggested earlier
and for the 137 to extend to Paddington.



The Council should lobby for Countdown to be re-installed at all key Clapham bus stops



The Council should consider the scope for Express Bus Routes from Clapham to Zone 1.



Lambeth Council should lobby the Department for Transport for Clapham High Street to gain
a peak hour Victoria service in the next Southeastern franchise by calling for VictoriaDartford trains to operate with rolling stock containing Selective Door Opening (SDO) and
make this a key point in the Transport Strategy



Lambeth Council should in both its Transport Strategy and beyond state the ambition for
Clapham High Street to have four platforms to enable Victoria-Bromley South trains to stop.
This would give Clapham cross-Lambeth rail connectivity to Brixton, Herne Hill and beyond,
encouraging modal shift from cars on school runs between Clapham and Brixton, Herne Hill

Rail
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and Dulwich.


This would enable Brixton residents to access the London Overground at Clapham High
Street via easy cross-platform interchange



The Strategy should also detail ambition to make Clapham High Street Station accessible.

Street/Pedestrian Access


Lambeth Council’s Transport Strategy should explicitly look at dangerous crossings for
pedestrians - in Clapham North Junctions and Clapham High Street with a view to building
island crossings and zebra crossings.



The Council needs to provide a proactive monitoring of street clutter impairing pedestrian
access along both main roads and side streets, removing cycle racks if they narrow
pavement space excessively.

Knights Hill Ward Councillors
Inclusive principle


Areas with low PTAL ratings like West Norwood require a section on how to handle transport
in these lower PTAL areas where car ownership is consequentially higher.



A high % of Lambeth’s small business car workshops are in mews around West Norwood. Do
we want to retain these to avoid drivers travelling further to get repairs done?

Efficient principle


Parking: Residents continue to use their cars for short shopping trips. Some local businesses
complain that loss of half-hour spaces on the main road has led to loss of trade.



Abandoned vehicles: If Norwood is the last area to be given a decision on a CPZ, it is going to
be the last free car park in the borough. For abandoned vehicles, it already is. ULEZ may lead
to more diesel vehicles parking in Norwood & drivers getting the train or bus.



Delivery: Norwood BID want to introduce a local delivery service. They need some financial
assistance.



Buses: There are too many bus stops with no countdown signage



Weak bridges: Strengthening rail bridges on Knights Hill, Lansdowne Hill & York Hill. Tackle
the Thurlow Park Rd Bridge on South Circular.



Croydon: Crown Lane-Crown Dale junction needs close co-operation with Croydon. Not
altering this fatal junction is the main cause of rat-running in residential areas.



Car clubs: We would like to see a concerted effort on promoting car clubs.

Healthy principle


Clean air: Most of buses on Norwood Rd do meet current EU standards for are clean air. But
more needs to be done. Congestions fills the main street with polluted air.
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Cycling: Limited in the Norwood area due to steep hills unless electric cycles take off.



Walking: Roads are congested. Short cuts through estates preferred but not signposted.

Growing principle


Tulse Hill station: needs better access for safety reasons and to take larger passenger
numbers. Disabled access is extremely difficult but should be on the agenda.



Buses to Streatham: Norwood needs a better bus links to Streatham for shopping and train
services. Why not extend & end the 133 route in West Norwood?



West Norwood Station: building needs replacing.



Reintroduce train service to East Croydon from West Norwood



Buses: Buses preferred transport for school students – increases pressure at end of school
day on the one-bus routes already mentioned.



Knollys Road: priority route has no side entrances & exits and is 1km long. Lots of on
pavement, off road parking with protected exits so a difficult road during busy times.
Growth of new homes on north side will only add to these problems.



Knollys Goods Yard: Current access via Knollys Road is not sustainable for a major
development. Must have full access at Tulse Hill station end, e.g. Leigham Vale.



Gyratory: If as the draft strategy states TfL is still prepared to fund removal of the one way
gyratory at Tulse Hill this is a key infrastructure task to be highlighted in the strategy.
Implementation will have impact on local business already struggling.

Additional Comments
 Is it possible to think of introducing a novel scheme to provide special parking badges to
people with temporary or slight mobility problems who do not currently qualify for a blue
badge?


I'm thinking in terms of a different type of badge (e.g., a red badge) and some specially
reserved parking places in town centres. This would help elderly people with, for instance,
minor heart problems, COPD, arthritis, recovering from stroke, in the queue for hip
replacements and so on, who can walk quite a distance on a flat surface, but not uphill with
shopping, or who have a problem from which they will recover after an operation.



On suburban areas where houses have sizeable front gardens many people have requested a
cross over so they can park off road.



Such a policy does encourage car ownership. With smaller gardens big enough for only one
vehicle it leads to less parking spaces for everyone else including car club vehicles.



Of course where the garden can take 2 or 3cars it does take pressure off on- street parking.

Lambeth Cyclists - LCC
Summary
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The Lambeth Transport Strategy is admirable at a high level. The Guiding Principles and



Strategic Outcomes are fundamentally sound and describe many positive objectives. The



Healthy Routes plan that forms a significant part of the strategy describes exactly the
approach advocated by the London Cycling Campaign, with protected space for cycling on
main roads and a neighbourhood approach, filtering out rat running traffic, in the areas
away from main roads.



No concrete short term actions and targets that would put the borough on a trajectory to
achieve the outcomes described. Walking and cycling have not increased significantly over
the last 5 years with the latest TfL data showing mode share of cycling for Lambeth stuck at
just 4% - a change of approach is needed.



The Healthy Routes Plan is described as the “flagship” programme and we were expecting to
see a significant shift of funding to deliver it but just 7% of the budget is allocated. There
remains an over-reliance on soft, behaviour based, and measures and on traffic calming.



In a time of constrained budgets it is ever more important that the council spends the
limited funds available where they will be most effective.



Re-allocate funding to the Healthy Routes Plan, School Streets, and the creation of Low
traffic neighbourhoods.



Labour councils really have no excuse not to take on the approach Waltham Forest and
others, such as Hackney, are taking. Motor traffic dominance impacts on our poorest
residents the most - they are less likely to own cars, more likely to live where cars do their
worst damage and are more likely to suffer most from pollution, inactivity-related health
outcomes and climate change.

Lambeth for a Cool Planet


We support the general direction of the LIP



Welcome a clear commitment to make it easier to walk, cycle or use public transport.



We welcome the four guiding principles, concerned if this implied equivalence allowed
projects that secured the provision of jobs or homes to the detriment of local people’s
health, through increased pollution.



Support reviewing all traffic signals in the borough with a view to providing pedestrian
facilities where these do not exist.



Support the introduction of electric charging infrastructure. Support major schemes
proposed by Transport for London on roads and junctions in Lambeth.

Objectives


Concern about how Lambeth will reduce emissions of climate change gases



Concern about the timeframe for achieving improvements in Lambeth’s air quality.
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Note that it is not easy to identify the core aims of the document.

Additional Points



We welcome the proposed freight actions relating to virtual loading bays, cycle freight and
consolidation of development-related freight trips.
We would support campaigns aimed at encouraging local residents to make better choices
around online shopping.

Cycle hire


Support an extension of cycle hire to the south of the borough within the three year
timeframe of the LIP’s delivery plan. However, it is not clear how this might be achieved, and
we note that on p30, the document says merely that it will push for more coverage of bike
hire schemes across Lambeth.

Electric charge points


While recognising that a shift to electric vehicles will be less effective at dealing with
particulate pollution than it will in reducing NOx emissions, we nonetheless support the
principle of making it much easier for Lambeth residents to switch to electric cars. A total of
200 charging points by 2022 represents a significant uplift on the current level of provision.

Emissions-based parking charges


Support an introduction of differential parking charges to incentivise a move to low and zero
(tailpipe) emission vehicles.



Strong case for introducing strong financial disincentives against the use of vehicles that
emit high levels of carbon dioxide and local pollutants.

Clean bus fleet


Support an introduction of additional Low Emission Bus Zones (LEBZ) across the borough.

Ultra-Low Emission Zone


We understand that the Council continues to make the case for a ULEZ that covers the whole
of the borough, while this is not currently part of the Mayor of London’s plan. The output
listed against this item on p23 refers to the implementation of the expanded ULEZ by 2021,
but it should make clear that this is not currently planned to include the whole of Lambeth.

Lambeth Green Party


We are encouraged by the overall direction of this draft transport strategy however, the
actual targets set out by Lambeth are nowhere near ambitious enough. There are also
significant and major gaps in the strategy such as any action to address the thousands who
commute into the borough by motor vehicle each day.
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We have recently been told by the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
that we have just 12 years to limit climate change catastrophe; this strategy does not reflect
the urgency of the IPCC report and does not present the radical, innovative vision that we
need to make Lambeth a cleaner, greener, healthier and carbon neutral borough.



This strategy needs to incorporate a much more visionary commitment to reducing air
pollution and traffic levels on roads under Lambeth control in order to make the roads safer
and more accessible for those cycling and walking. The claim that Lambeth is already a
“sustainable transport borough” demonstrates a worrying and dangerous complacency.



Whilst the Strategic Outcomes are largely aspirations that we agree with, they are objectives
for 2041 which are too distant to have meaningful impact on decision-maker’ priorities over
the short and medium term. Missing from this draft strategy are plans for meeting these
aspirations and any 10-year objectives which the borough can actively use to prioritise its
work and resources.

Lambeth Staying Healthy Partnership Board


Support improving population health and wellbeing and reducing health inequalities



Support the commission of health improvement services



Ensure that there is appropriate transparency, engagement and co-production in health
improvement work across organisations, patients and the public.



The Strategy should seek to harness the positive impacts of active travel.



Ensure that the strategy helps to reduce poor air quality and noise, road traffic accidents and
fragmentation of communities.



The Lambeth Staying Health Partnership Board is generally supportive of the strategy.



Pleased that the London Healthy Streets approach is being adopted.

Loughborough Junction Forum


Work with local groups to improve the transport infrastructure in order to cope with the
expected rise in population over the next ten years, due to the large number of
developments proposed. This will prioritise walking, cycling and the use of public transport
over private car use.



Support measures to include widening pavements; pedestrian crossings on local desire lines.
Dutch style cycle infrastructure; within building curtilage. Secure cycle storage for all homes
and businesses, on-street cycle parking for visitors; the provision of a locked cycle park at
Loughborough Junction station; There is an opportunity to create green walking and cycling
routes alongside the railway viaducts by removing existing impediments and preventing
development close to railway lines. Bus priority via 24-hour clearways; bus lanes and bus
gates; the provision of hire bike schemes and additional car hire spaces.
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Prioritise walking and cycling and public transport, over private car use across the area.



Lobby for improvements to Loughborough Junction station including the provision of a lift to
improve accessibility; more rush hour trains; and new stations on the Overground at Brixton
East and on Thameslink at Camberwell Station Road.



Require all new housing development in Loughborough Junction to be private car free
except for all ability car club parking space.



Install a 24 hour clearway, with short term parking and delivery space on Coldharbour Lane
relocated to designated spaces on side roads.



As car ownership increases car use, and on road car storage often prevents walking and
cycling safely, across Loughborough Junction wide pavements and sufficient road width for a
motor vehicle to pass a cycle safely with two way working for cycles, will always take priority
over car parking. Loughborough junction want the parking rate per household across
Loughborough Junction for existing development to be as for new development.



All electric vehicle charging points in Loughborough Junction will be located on the roadway
not the footway.

Mums for Lungs


Lack of SMART-measures reporting duties to public / targets for pollution and car trips
Actions are not measurable or time-bound, making it impossible for residents to hold their
council to account. This also hinders residents and council alike in measuring achievement.



Health as the most important of the four guiding principles



Reducing traffic from private cars, freight and private hire vehicles into and within the
borough must be paramount



Reduce exposure of individuals to air pollution, and highlight the benefits car-free roads



The levels of air pollution/climate change require reallocation of funding

Network Rail




The maintenance, enhancement and development of railway infrastructure is key to the
success of Lambeth, particularly in providing people with access to their homes, work and
leisure, and ensuring growth is good growth. It is therefore surprising that there is not one
reference to Network Rail in the draft Strategy. It is considered extremely important that
Network Rail is referenced in the document, with information on our objectives and
responsibilities.
The new Lambeth Transport Strategy needs to ‘think big about infrastructure’ and aim to
develop a common strategic investment programme for the delivery of the necessary
infrastructure requirements for the Borough.
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Whilst we welcome in principle the aim to increase frequency and capacity on the South
London network, proposals and planning for new services and interventions must be
appraised on an individual basis noting that Metroisation may present disbenefits to certain
groups of passengers over others. As such, further development of the concept should
explore and understand trade-offs within the context of the wider rail system.
Network Rail, through its System Operator and Business Development teams, would
welcome further discussion with Lambeth in relation to the following rail infrastructure
opportunities identified within the Transport Strategy’s Priority Actions; a new Streatham
Common Interchange, Overground Interchange at Loughborough Jn and refurbishment of
Brixton Station.

Port of London Authority
Transport Strategy


The PLA broadly agrees with the strategy. Consider the use of the River Thames for the both
passengers and xx



The PLA considers that within the new Transport Strategy, consideration must be given to
the promotion, where appropriate to existing piers (St George Wharf, Lambeth Pier, and
Festival Pier) with regard to their use as part of the delivery of small scale freight as well as
the maximisation of use for passengers.



Encourage future developments in proximity to the Thames to consider utilising the river for
the transportation of construction materials and waste, particularly through the supply
chain, which would include through the use of nearby Safeguarded Wharves in the
neighbouring London Borough of Wandsworth.



There should be specific reference to the Thames Path as part of plans to increase walking
and cycling.

Local Implementation Plan (LIP)


It is noted that as part of TfL’s Lambeth Bridge South project mentioned in the LIP,
improvements will be made to the riverside route linking the Vauxhall, Nine Elms and
Battersea Opportunity Area and Waterloo. The PLA broadly welcomes this proposal,
although considers this should make a specific reference to the Thames Path and any
improvements that are planned which will improve access both to and along its route.

Save Oval Streets


We believe you could achieve many of the aims set out in your policy's four guiding
principles if you invested in traffic calming on our streets which would deter rat-runners.
This would turn our triangle into a walking/cycling oasis, with lower air pollution, fewer
accidents, less freight and commercial vehicles and less reliance on private cars. It would
also allow cyclists to use the new Quietway 5 risk-free.
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We believe our triangle would be a brilliant candidate/pilot for a Low Traffic Neighbourhood,
Healthy Route, or Liveable Neighbourhood.



You identify all of our wishes in your transport strategy. For example:

Healthy


Declassify streets, improve air quality, promote walking to school and create low traffic
neighbourhoods.

Efficient


Reduce traffic passing through the borough, connect neighbourhoods with no/low traffic
routes, introduce low traffic neighbourhoods, and identify how to deter through traffic,
deliver traffic reduction measures and reduce freight trips.

Inclusive


Give pedestrians genuine priority on streets and deliver measures to improve access to
walking and cycling for residents on housing estates.

Growth


hope to make the vast majority of new trips on foot, cycle or public transport, as well as
requiring development (like Vauxhall Cross) to protect local streets from development related
traffic.



We believe we need urgent action to deter through traffic in our triangle and we feel now is
the time. Your prompt and positive response to addressing this long-standing need would
confirm and demonstrate the aims declared in your draft transport policy.

South Bank Employer’s Group (SBEG)
Summary


Given the commitments made in LB Lambeth’s draft Local Plan, the current uncertainty of
the status of the IMAX / Waterloo City Hub project, and the ongoing work on the Public
Realm Delivery Plan for Bishop’s Ward, we ask that LB Lambeth and TfL engage with key
stakeholders in the South Bank and Waterloo area to better understand the transport and
travel priorities for its many communities - residents, businesses and employers, employees,
visitors and students, how these priorities will evolve in time, and how shared objectives can
be delivered through better collaboration and planning.

Special Education Needs & Disability (SEND) Service


Our service doesn’t get a mention in the strategy, and yet we provide transport services for
Lambeth children with Special Educational Needs, who are unable to use public
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transport. Part of the work we do is Independent Travel Training, trying to teach and
encourage our more able students to use public transport unsupported. This project is
separate from the road safety work, as it focuses solely on those with SEND and should form
part of the strategy, particularly around accessibility.


Buses are too crowded, either for those with mobility issues or for children with autism, who
find it too overwhelming. This anxiety around using public transport leads to many of our
families becoming quite socially isolated if they do not drive. The public often do not
understand that a child may be crying/stimming/lashing out due to their needs, rather than
‘poor parenting’ and parents quite often are verbally abused by other passengers or not
supported by staff.

The Brixton Society


While the overall direction of travel is welcome, as a strategy the document is too diffuse.
The Council needs to identify some clear priorities among the present generality of good
ideas in the draft. To a large extent Lambeth is competing with other boroughs, both for
attention, and for a share of TfL’s limited funding. Lobbying is more likely to be successful if
the Council pushes for selected proposals which have local support.



Infrastructure investment will need a much longer planning horizon than the 3-year
timescale of the Local Implementation Plan.

Individual responses
Individual Respondent (Same response from six different individuals)


Air across the borough is amongst the most polluted in the UK. Reduce air pollution
significantly to legal levels across the borough by 2022 and to be compliant with latest WHOlevels by 2028.



Health is the paramount guiding principle in the Strategy.



Reducing car trips into and within the borough is key, this will reduce pollution and
congestion, thus making the borough healthier, roads more safe and attractive for active
travel.



Aim to reduce car ownership and rides across the borough by 5% by 2022 and by 10%
by 2028.



Implement at least 1 low-traffic-neighbourhoods a year, while rolling out controlled parking
zones across all of the borough as soon as possible. Install EV charging points,
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segregated cycle lanes on main roads; additional bus lanes that run 24/7 and give buses and
pedestrians priority at crossings.


Reduce effectively freight and deliveries in the borough. New developments should be carfree immediately, with amazing public transport. Start lobbying for emission/distance
based road-pricing.



Invest in green screens at all schools on main roads by 2020. Implement school streets
wherever possible across the borough and implement playstreet/car free days monthly
across different roads in the borough.



There is a concern that road calming and cycle training are soft measures that have not
actually resulted in higher numbers or cyclists or calmer roads.

Individual Respondent


Lambeth must have a much clearer achievable target on reducing air pollution by 2022, it
remains one of the most polluted boroughs in the country.



Support phasing traffic lights in favour of pedestrians - Stockwell tube station and Brixton
Road/Acre lane are good examples of where it is practically impossible to cross the whole
road carrying children, shopping and buggies without getting stranded on pedestrian islands
in the middle of traffic.



Introduce safer cycling lanes, in particular through Brixton Town centre and around the main
junction at Herne Hill.



Tackle idling vehicles - both delivery vans and private vehicles. I come across several idling
vehicles every day, outside schools and shops and residential areas.



I would like to see dramatic action to reduce traffic from private cars, and more priority
being given to buses. Here are some other suggestions: low traffic neighbourhoods, more
expensive/controlled parking, rolling out EV charging points.



Children are the most at risk from dangerous levels of air pollution

Individual Respondent
Parking issues


So there is a huge amount of dense resident and commercial parking. Additional parked cars
spill out from nearby roads and commuters using the station.

Congestion


The road gets impossibly congested at busy times. The result is gridlock, road rage, angry
altercations and regular damage to parked cars. Traffic also often ignores the 20 mph limit.

Lorries
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The Knollys Yard KIBA feeds heavy scaffolding trucks onto the street. There are construction
vehicles to the two current building sites. There are also of course the usual removal vans
and delivery vehicles.

Speed bumps


Traffic calming doesn’t slow larger vehicles, the vibrations caused by vehicles rolling over
them are damaging nearby houses.

Knollys Yard access


The entrance to the yard is under a low railway bridge. Large lorries that cannot get under
stop in the access area to load and unload.

Possible solutions


Reduce car ownership and encouraging cycling, walking and use of public transport. But they
do no present a short term solution since they involve a major change in people’s behaviour.



Residents support a CPZ.



Lack of support for a one-way system.



Speed bumps better adapted to the HGVs or traffic calming measures like chicanes.



Discussions by Lambeth with scaffolding companies on Knollys Yard and construction
companies to encourage drivers to be more considerate.



Restrict through traffic while residents could still get through. Possibly just with an Access
Only sign, and blocking off some of the junction at Leigham Court Road. Traffic condition
were much improved. It would be a good idea to investigate if such measures could be made
permanent.

Individual Respondent


Plan is not ambitious enough and does not move quickly enough or with sufficient,
measurable and time-bound actions, to remove diesel and petrol private vehicles from
Lambeth's roads. It also does not weight human health over growth, efficiency and
accessibility, which it must - without health we can forget the rest.



Re-write the LIP to reduce private vehicle use in Lambeth immediately, while simultaneously
investing heavily in public transport and safe cycling. At schools in Lambeth I'd like to
see green screens at all schools by 2020; implementing school streets wherever possible
across the borough. I'd like to see idling vehicles penalised much more aggressively. I'm tired
of seeing people sitting in idling cars and vans, eating their lunch or playing with their
phones while they poison the air around them.



We need to move fast to take private petrol and diesel vehicles off the road in the borough
and across London, full stop.
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Individual Respondent
Gridlock and a possible solution


Knollys Road is used by rat-running traffic. This traffic creates congestion. Congestion is the
result of parking on either side of an already narrow road. Please find a solution to this issue,
perhaps by defining who has priority at this point.

Parking


Commercial vehicles take up residential parking spaces. I support establishing a CPZ on
Knollys Road. A CPZ would provide the incentive needed to use space for cars more
effectively.

Access to Knollys Yard


Work with Network Rail to create more suitable access to Knollys Yard which is the largest
KIBA in the council borough. It has huge potential that can only really be unleashed by
providing a relatively low-cost cut under the railway to Leigham Vale. Find out how much it
would cost to do that?

Travelling from Tulse Hill railway station to London


Number of trains running into Blackfriars is inadequate at peak times for the number of
travellers. More bus services between Tulse Hill and Brixton please. Could we have more
train services? Could we have more buses at peak times?

Cycling


The junction of Knollys Road, Leigham Court Road and Valley Road is unsafe for cyclists.
Could there be a separate light for cyclists at this junction?

Individual Respondent
Our Streets


Our Streets programme is dominated by a minority of people who own and drive cars and
achieves very little. I want any consultation on Our Streets to reflect the majority of people
in Lambeth who do not own cars and detail HOW through motor vehicle traffic is removed
from neighbourhoods.



Reallocate the majority of Our Streets funding to other programmes.

Healthy Routes


A Healthy Street will be one where the residential parking is made a priority.
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How will the success of soft measures’ impact on reducing car use be measured?



How will Lambeth show that any drop in KSIs from RDR spend is not from a reduction in
walking and cycling?

Targets P 86


EV points to be on the public roadway NOT the footway. EV charging points to be the last
point in the table not the first.



Require targets for Sheffield stands & D style parking



10 miles of cycle routes is not an ambitious enough target.



Private vehicle ownership and use continues to be the actual priority. That is the mode used
by the most privileged and remains a priority for Lambeth Council, not the non-car owning
majority.



Lack of ambition regarding climate change & public health (P88 & the reducing car
ownership & emissions targets on P89)



Introduce more Sheffield stands and cycle hangers outside residential, retails and business
addresses.



I want a target for reallocating space away from CPZ parking.



I want a target for dedicated, half hour parking and separate small vehicle delivery space on
roads, not the major road network, close to retail parades.



I want a target for 24 hour clearway on the SRN

Individual respondent


Good work, well done.



Scared cyclists drive.



We need demonstrably safe and pleasant routes for walkers and cyclists.



And with the 12 years to carbon neutral society, create a car free network.



Car free routes will be safer, healthier and best of all carbon free.



Create linear parks in place of traffic lanes.



Please provide road usage maps showed at Lambeth Cyclists.

Individual Respondent


Object to the designation of a new KIBA for Knollys Road Goods Yard
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This will protect and intensify industrial activity on the site



There is already insufficient access for the high volume of HGV traffic entering & leaving
Knollys Road Goods Yard via Cameron Place (the only access route)



Cameron Place is in a poor state of repair and the HGVs damage it further



HGVs park on the pavement outside our property to load and unload goods - this blocks light
to the windows and creates a noise disturbance, it also completely blocks access to the
pavement for pedestrians forcing them into the road.



Recently an HGV reversed into our boundary wall causing £4500 of damage



Caltrops / bollards should be replaced on the council owned pavement adjacent to 171-175
Knollys Road.

Individual Respondent


Strongly object to the designation of a new KIBA for Knollys Road Goods Yard



The road has no parking restrictions therefore parked cars cause a narrowing of the road.



The road has calming speed bumps which have no effect on large vehicles, it just causes
major noise and vibration to the surrounding properties.



The road is in a poor state due to the daily use of heavy vehicles.



The danger to residents and local pedestrians is highlighted by the fact that the wall on the
corner of our property has been virtually demolished by a large steel works lorry reversing
into it



The property has had severe drainpipe damage (located on the pavement side of the
building) and the whole block has large movement cracks. This is also under an insurance
claim.



Stop using these unsuitable areas for heavy industrial use,

Solutions


Reinstate the bollards along the side of Cameron Place/ Knollys Road protecting the paved
area.



Restrict parking in Cameron Place during working hours.



Remove the speed bumps and repair the road.



Allocate a loading area nearer the bridge.



This area could be cleared and used as a valuable local green area (nature reserve/park).

Individual Respondent


Repeated exposure to pollution has caused me to develop asthma for the first time as an
adult.
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Every single day, poor air quality has a deleterious effect on the quality of life of our family.



The council should take urgent measures to improve air quality in the borough.



Lambeth must have the target of reducing air pollution significantly to legal levels across the
borough by 2022 and to be compliant with latest WHO-levels by 2028.



Health is the paramount guiding principle in the Strategy and takes priority over the
principles of growth, accessibility and efficiency when they clash.



The council needs to focus all its efforts on reducing car trips into and within the borough
which will reduce pollution and congestion, thus making the borough healthier, roads more
safe and attractive for active travel. Lambeth council should implement targets of reducing
car ownership and rides across the borough by 5% by 2022 and by 10% by 2028.

Important measures to be implemented in the next 3 years


1 low-traffic-neighbourhoods a year without rat running and less traffic



Controlled parking zones across all of the borough as soon as possible



EV charging points (these should be placed on the road and not restrict pedestrians)



Segregated cycle lanes on main roads



Additional bus lanes that run 24/7



Priority for buses and pedestrians at crossings



Reduce freight and deliveries in the borough by ensuring that all deliveries to retailers and
individuals are delivered by low emission vans that are fully packed and drive the shortest
route through our borough by 2020



Ensure that new developments are car-free immediately, especially in the north of the
borough with amazing public transport; lobby for emission/distance based road-pricing.



Reduce exposure to individual and especially children to air pollution and show everyone how
nice a borough and road can be without cars!



Reduce exposure to air pollution immediately.



Green screens at all schools on main roads by 2020



Implement school streets wherever possible across the borough, five a year starting in 2019.



Implement playstreet/car-free days monthly across different roads in the borough from 2019.



Funding should be reallocated to implement these measures instead of “soft measures” such
as ineffective road calming or cycle training that have not actually resulted in higher numbers
or cyclists or calmer roads.

Individual Respondent


I was impressed with Jeremy Corbyn's comment some time ago that supporting walking and
cycling is a social justice issue.
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The current Transport Strategy draft will not deliver improvements as effectively as
needed. To make the plan effective Lambeth should:



Set realistic and achievable targets in key areas such as reducing on street parking and traffic
levels, improving junctions and delivering the Healthy Routes and other cycling and walking
links.



Increase spending on Healthy Routes to at least 25% of the overall budget.



Shift the action around active transport from training and encouragement measures to
infrastructure implementations



Implement effective low traffic neighbourhoods. Local traffic calming measures like speed
bumps and road narrowing are not working.

Individual Respondent


We need bus shelters at every bus stop with an accurate Countdown for inclusive public
transport.



Streetscape Design Guidance will be a key document and a chance to prevent so many
unintentional errors being made to make our streets from home to transport to destination
inclusive. Essential this long awaited document has a high profile during its scoping and
production and that a full range of disabled people & older people make a genuine &
influential contribution.



Lambeth Highways have higher standards for eliminating uneven pavements and road
potholes. Is there an estimated cost of bringing Lambeth housing estates paving & roads to
this standard? What is the target date for equity between the 2 realms?



We also need policy on parking of mobility scooters – particularly at destinations and secure
space for parking & charging at home.



Digital exclusion is another key area. If you can’t use bus apps or London journey planner or
hail an Uber. Your day to day independent living is that much more time consuming and
tiring.



Inclusive section should mention Taxi card & Dialaride which are currently London wide
services paid for by the borough. Have we figures on usage by Lambeth residents? Numbers
& cost of freedom passes are also an important feature of any long term Transport Strategy.

Individual Respondent


I do not think the plan has sufficient goals that are measurable, ambitious and set against clear
targets – it is far too fluffy to hold anyone accountable for implementation.



We need to make health a priority. Living in such a polluted borough is harming our children's
health. I would like to see specific targets for reductions in air pollution.



Improving public transport so that car usage can be realistically reduced.
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Individual Respondent


Levels of air pollution are unacceptably dangerous and high, so they require an urgent focus
of resource.



This means health must be weighted as the most important of the four guiding principles of
the Transport Strategy.



Traffic MUST be reduced.



Implement at least 2 low-traffic-neighbourhoods a year ; roll out more expensive controlled
parking zones by 2020; increase the speed of rolling out EV charging points; segregated cycle
lanes on main roads; additional bus lanes that run 24/7; implement schemes to
reduce effectively freight and deliveries in the borough by 2020; ensure that new
developments are car-free immediately.



Invest in green screens at all schools on main roads by 2020; implementing school streets
wherever possible across the borough; 7 a year starting in 2019; implement playstreet/car
free days monthly across different roads in the borough from 2019.

Individual Respondent


Please do not install bas stops in front of people’s front doors.

Individual Respondent
Public transport


The development of West Norwood is being held back by the relatively poor public service
and reliance on cars.



Introduce an Overground service to Tulse Hill, West Norwood and Gipsy Hill stations.



A focus on reinstating bus services from the area all the way to central London is needed.

Highways works


The Our Streets programme shows how the south of the Borough is neglected at the expense
of the north and centre. The programme started in the centre in 2013; almost six years later
plans for Knights Hill have been published.



Outline a timescale for the implementation of healthy routes. The location of projects 23 & 24
on the Healthy Routes top comments received map needs correction: their location has been
inadvertently reversed.
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Traffic calming measures are required south of the West Norwood town centre

Enforcement


Enforcement for both parking and speeding seems to be virtually non-existent in the south of
the borough. A commitment to raise enforcement activity around the West Norwood town
centre would help local shops and businesses and surely be self-financing.

Electric car charging points


The technology for free electric bicycle charging points is imminent. The need for electric bikes
in West Norwood is certainly higher than in the centre or north of the borough.

Individual Respondent


Comments were copied from survey response and are therefore already coded in survey
analysis.

Individual Respondent


Concerns at insufficient HGV access & consequent unsafe industrial activity on Knollys Road
& Cameron Place SW16. The problem is exacerbated by parking all along Cameron Place &
Knollys road which narrows the road even further causing lorries to continually mount the
kerb (bollards have been removed to enable this). I would therefore support the
introduction of a Controlled Parking Zone in this area.



Additionally I am very concerned at the proposals to place more speed bumps along Knollys
road as this is likely to cause excessive vibration due to high volume of HGV traffic going over
them - this continuous vibration is damaging to properties along Knollys Road which are
already suffering as a result of the HGV traffic.



In addition our boundary wall has been hit by HGVs twice this year alone & is now the
subject of a 2nd insurance



Access to Knollys Goods Yard is currently unsafe & if designated as a KIBA it will become
even more dangerous. An alternative entrance/exit wide enough & strong enough for HGVs
should be created at the Leigham Vale end (with strong, wide roads) just off the A205.
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